
CS 145 Homework 6
Computer as Factory Worker

Computer as Scribe

1 Overview

In this homework, you will learn about arrays and writing to files. You will do this in the context
of simulating biological cells using pixels and a set of rules that determine when a pixel is born,
when it maintains, and when it dies. These kinds of simulations are called cellular automata. Most
famous of these is Conway’s Game of Life. In this homework, you will implement a simulation
inspired by the work of Alan Turing, a computer scientist who lived before computers. Much of
his short career was spent thinking about artificial intelligence and cracking encrypted messages in
World War II, but he also investigated the patterns of spots and stripes that appear in animal skin.
Our automata will generate such patterns.

The simulation starts with an image filled with random black and white noise, like the one in
Figure 1a. The black pixels represent living cells and the white ones are background.

As a unit of time passes, new cells are born and old ones die. A cell’s liveness is determined by
examining two elliptical and concentric neighborhoods around each pixel, one large and one small.
The living cells in the large neighborhood are inhibitors, and the cells in the small neighborhood
are activators. If the number of inhibitors dominates the activators, the cell is crowded out for
resources and dies. If the activators dominate the inhibitors, the cell has adequate resources and a
good support system around it and therefore lives.

The exact same rules are applied continuously to each new configuration of cells. Many automata
converge on a final unchanging pattern, like the one shown in Figure 1f. Some patterns oscillate
forever.

2 Requirements

Complete the three classes described below. Place all classes in package hw6. Make all methods
static.

2.1 Main

Write a class Main with a main method, which you are encouraged to use to test your code. Nothing
in particular is required of it, but it must exist.

We have provided a graphical user interface for tweaking the simulation parameters that you
may find useful. It is in the class hw6.speccheck.SpotDesigner and can be displayed with the
following code:

SpotDesigner.showNew();

Since it calls upon your code to do most of the work, you will need to provide the methods described
below before it functions as intended. However, you can still do intermediate testing. Just implement
the methods initially in the simplest way possible, with a one-liner where possible. If a method is
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(a) Random noise (b) After 1 step (c) After 2 steps

(d) After 3 steps (e) After 4 steps (f) After 29 steps

Figure 1: An animal skin pattern made by applying the neighborhood rules 29 times.

supposed to return a boolean, return true. If a method is supposed to return a bitmap, return the
parameter bitmap.

If you want to quickly test particular settings for the simulation, you can provide your settings
to an overloaded version of showNew:

SpotDesigner.showNew(width, height, outerHorizontalRadius, outerVerticalRadius,
innerHorizontalRadius, innerVerticalRadius, proportion,
maxSteps, seed, delayInMillis);

Replace the identifiers with your settings. The meaning of each setting is described below.

2.2 BitmapUtilities

Write a class BitmapUtilities with the following:

1. Method create, which accepts two parameters in this order:

(a) a width of type int

(b) a height of type int

It returns a 2D boolean array of dimensions width × height, all of whose elements are false.
Each inner array is exactly one row of the bitmap, and the outer array collects all rows
together. Thus, the first index selects the row, and the second index selects the column. For
example, here we create a 50× 100 bitmap and print the pixel at column 5, row 9:
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boolean[][] bitmap = new boolean[100][50];
System.out.println(bitmap[9][5]);

This arrangement of the bitmap, which packs a pixel in memory next to its neighbors in the
columns to the left and right, is called row major order. Someday perhaps you’ll run into
column major order, which packs a pixel next to its top and bottom neighbors. Computation
is most efficient when one accesses the data in its natural ordering.

2. Method randomize, which accepts two parameters in this order:

(a) a bitmap of type boolean[][]

(b) a random number seed of type long

It randomly assigns boolean values to all pixels in the bitmap. If this weren’t a homework
assignment, one could perform this random assignment in many ways. However, this is a
homework assignment, and grading unrestrained randomness is difficult. So, we place some
restrictions on how this is done:

• Use a single Random instance. Pass the seed to its constructor so that it generates a
predetermined random sequence.

• Use the Random class’s nextBoolean method to acquire random boolean values. Call this
method once per pixel, progressing in row major order. That is, start at row 0 and assign
each element within this row. Then progress to row 1, and so on.

3. Method write, which accepts two parameters in this order:

(a) a bitmap of type boolean[][]

(b) a file of type File

It writes the bitmap out to the file in this stricter definition of the Portable Bitmap (PBM)
format:

P1
WIDTH HEIGHT
PIXEL_AT_COLUMN0_ROW0
PIXEL_AT_COLUMN1_ROW0
PIXEL_AT_COLUMN2_ROW0
...
PIXEL_AT_COLUMN0_ROW1
PIXEL_AT_COLUMN1_ROW1
PIXEL_AT_COLUMN2_ROW1
...

WIDTH, HEIGHT, and the PIXEL placeholders should be replaced by the appropriate values from
the bitmap. Where a pixel is true, write 0 to the file. Where false, write 1. P1 on the first
line is not a placeholder, but a so-called magic number used to identify the type of the file.

Use PrintWriter to write out the file. Allow this method to throw FileNotFoundException
if the given file cannot be opened for writing.
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Test your method on a freshly created bitmap. What should it look like? Test it on a
randomized bitmap. What should it look like?

You may not have an image editor that reads PBM files. Consider downloading The GIMP,
a free editor that reads images of many formats.

4. Method toBufferedImage, which accepts one parameter: a bitmap of type boolean[][]. It
returns a BufferedImage representation of the bitmap. It has the same width and height
as the bitmap. Its pixel format is BufferedImage.TYPE_BYTE_BINARY, which is set via the
constructor call. Use BufferedImage’s setRGB to assign pixel colors. Where the bitmap is
true, assign Color.BLACK.getRGB(). Where false, assign Color.WHITE.getRGB().

This method is used by the provided SpotDesigner tool to display a bitmap. You may find
it useful for other things as well, perhaps to write your bitmaps out to other image formats.
For example:

BufferedImage image = BitmapUtilities.toBufferedImage(bitmap);
File desktopDirectory = new File(System.getProperty("user.home"), "Desktop");
ImageIO.write(image, "png", new File(desktopDirectory, "leopard.png"));

5. Method equals, which accepts two parameters: two bitmaps of type boolean[][]. It re-
turns true if the two bitmaps have identical dimensions and if their corresponding pixels are
identical. Otherwise, it returns false.

6. Method clone, which accepts one parameter: a bitmap of type boolean[][]. It creates an
independent or deep copy of the bitmap. Note that this code does not produce an independent
copy of src:

boolean[][] src = Bitmap.create(10, 20);
boolean[][] dst = src;

In this code there’s only one bitmap in memory. Variable src refers or points to it. The
assignment operator makes dst point to the exact same memory. This is called a shallow
copy. To create a deep copy, construct a brand new 2D array and copy over individual
boolean elements, one at a time.

7. Method wrapIndex, which accepts two parameters in this order:

(a) an exclusive upper bound of type int

(b) an index of type int

It returns the index wrapped into the range [0, upper bound). That is, if the index is the
upper bound, it wraps back around to 0. If it’s 1 past the upper bound, it wraps back around
to 1. If 2 past, it wraps to 2. If it dips below 0, it similarly wraps back the other direction to
the upper bound (minus 1, since it’s exclusive). The % operator can perform most of the work
of wrapping, but negative results must be still be offset from the upper bound to get them in
range. For example, if the upper bound is 4, then this method wraps indices in [−8, 8] in the
following way:
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index -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
%

wrapped index 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0

The middle row is left for you to fill in to help you craft an algorithm that makes the leap
from the parameters to the wrapped results.

This method is useful for treating the bitmap as if it tiled infinitely across 2D space. One can
use it to access a pixel’s neighbors without having to worry if the pixel lies on an edge or not.

8. Method isOn, which accepts three parameters in this order:

(a) a bitmap of type boolean[][]

(b) a column index of type int

(c) a row index of type int

It returns the value of the pixel at the specified column and row. However, the column and
row may not be legal indices into the array. Before being used to index into the array, they
should first be wrapped into valid index ranges.

2.3 SpotUtilities

Write a class SpotUtilities with the following:

1. Method countNeighbors, which accepts seven parameters in this order:

(a) a bitmap of type boolean[][]

(b) an horizontal radius of the outer neighborhood, of type int

(c) an vertical radius of the outer neighborhood, of type int

(d) an horizontal radius of the inner neighborhood, of type int

(e) an vertical radius of the inner neighborhood, of type int

(f) a column index of type int

(g) a row index of type int

It returns an array containing exactly two ints. Element 0 of this array is the number of true
pixels in the inner neighborhood around the pixel at the given column and row. These near
neighbors are called activators, because they are key to bringing a pixel to life and keeping
it alive. Element 1 is the number of true pixels in the outer neighborhood. These are called
inhibitors. Too many inhibitors crowd out a pixel and cause it to die.

The neighborhoods are elliptical, specified with both horizontal and vertical radii. When the
radii are equal, the neighborhood is a circle.

A pixel near the edge of the bitmap may have a neighborhood that wraps around to the
opposite edge.

To count up the activators and inhibitors, we must iterate through a pixel’s neighborhood in
some manner. The easiest way to do this is to impose a rectangle around it using the outer
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radii. This rectangle only circumscribes or surrounds the neighborhood—not all the pixels
within it are within the inscribed neighborhood. To determine if a neighbor is within one of
the two ellipses, we must calculate each pixel’s distance from the center. Follow this algorithm
to traverse the circumscribing rectangle and determine the pixels’ distances:

for nr in [r - outer vertical radius, r + outer vertical radius]
for nc in [c - outer horizontal radius, c + outer horizontal radius]

row delta = number of rows between neighbor and center
column delta = number of columns between neighbor and center
outerDistance = column delta ^ 2 / outer horizontal radius ^ 2 +

row delta ^ 2 / outer vertical radius ^ 2
innerDistance = column delta ^ 2 / inner horizontal radius ^ 2 +

row delta ^ 2 / inner vertical radius ^ 2
classify neighbor

You may be curious about the distance formulae. An ellipse with radii a and b may be
described with the following implicit equation:

x2

a2
+

y2

b2
= 1

When you plug in the xy coordinates of points on the ellipse’s perimeter, the expression on
the left-hand side will yield exactly 1, satisfying the equation. Locations outside the ellipse
yield a value greater than 1. Locations inside the ellipse yield a value less than 1.

Classify a neighbor according to its value and its two distances. If a neighboring pixel is
true and both its inner and outer distances are less than or equal to 1, it falls within the
inner neighborhood and it is therefore an activator. Otherwise, if a pixel is true and its outer
distance is less than or equal to 1, it is an inhibitor. Some neighbors will fall into neither the
inner or outer ellipse. Do not count these as either activators or inhibitors.

2. Method step, which accepts six parameters in this order:

(a) a source bitmap of type boolean[][]

(b) an outer horizontal radius of type int

(c) an outer vertical radius of type int

(d) an inner horizontal radius of type int

(e) an inner vertical radius of type int

(f) a proportion of type double

It creates a new bitmap—a destination bitmap—of the exact same dimensions as the source
bitmap. Each pixel in the destination bitmap is either alive or dead based on the neighborhood
surrounding the corresponding pixel in the source bitmap. If the number of activators is greater
than the specified proportion of inhibitors, it is alive. If less than, the pixel is dead. If they are
about equal, the pixel is the same as it was in the source bitmap. The higher the proportion,
the more challenging it is for a pixel to stay alive. We summarize this algorithm with the
following pseudocode:
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for each row r
for each column c

count source pixel's neighbors
difference = nactivators - proportion * ninhibitors
if |difference| < 0.001

destination pixel is the same as the source pixel
else if difference > 0

destination pixel is alive
else

destination pixel is dead

3. Method converge, which accepts eight parameters in this order:

(a) a source bitmap of type boolean[][]

(b) an outer horizontal radius of type int

(c) an outer vertical radius of type int

(d) an inner horizontal radius of type int

(e) an inner vertical radius of type int

(f) a proportion of type double

(g) an animated GIF file to output, of type File

(h) a maximum number of steps, of type int

It steps through the life of the bitmap up to the maximum number of steps. If the bitmap
doesn’t change after a given step, we say that it has converged on its final pattern and we stop
stepping. The initial bitmap and the bitmap produced by each step are written to an animated
GIF using the provided GifSequenceWriter class. The last two frames will be identical. The
number of frames appended to this writer is returned as an int.

Follow the pseudocode below as you implement your algorithm. Lines ending in semicolons
are closer to Java than pseudocode.

// Show each frame of the GIF for 200 ms and, yes, do loop it.
GifSequenceWriter out = new GifSequenceWriter(gifFile, 200, true);
out.appendFrame(BufferedImage of pre);

while bitmaps are not the same and we haven't exceeded maximum number of steps
post = step pre bitmap
out.appendFrame(BufferedImage of post);
compare pre and post to see if they are the same
pre = post

end

out.close();
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(a) The 128× 128 pixel tileable pattern.
(b) The result of repeating the pattern in a
2× 2 grid. No seams are visible.

Figure 2: Seamless tiling of the pattern generated by SpotDesigner.showNew(128, 128, 26, 20,
10, 10, 0.25, 100, 9999, 200).

3 Seamless Tiling

One of the benefits of wrapping indices in our simulation is that the resulting patterns tile seamlessly.
An example of this is shown in Figure 2. Seamless tiling is a very nice property if you design
homescreen wallpaper—amongst other things—for a living.

4 Share

For an extra credit participation point, share an image (animated or otherwise) on Piazza under
folder hw6_share. Be sure to provide the simulation settings. Piazza doesn’t recognize PGM images,
so please convert these to a PNG or JPG before uploading.

5 Submission

To submit your work for grading:

1. Put the SpecChecker for this homework in your Build Path. Run the SpecChecker as a Java
Application and fix problems until all tests pass.

2. Commit and push your work to your repository. Verify that your solution is on Bitbucket.

A passing SpecChecker does not guarantee you credit. Your grade is conditioned on a few things:

• You must meet the requirements described above. The SpecChecker checks some of them, but
not all.
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• You must not plagiarize. Write your own code. Talk about code with your classmates. Ask
questions of your instructor or TA. Do not look at others’ code. Do not ask questions specific
to your homework anywhere online but Piazza. Your instructor employs a vast repertoire of
tools to sniff out academic dishonesty, including: drones, CS 145 moles, and a piece of software
called MOSS that rigorously compares your code to every other submission. You don’t want
to live in a world serviced by those who squeaked by through questionable means. For your
future self, career, and family, do your own work.

• Your code must be submitted correctly and on time. Most excuses devolve into, “I started too
late.” The fix for this problem is not an extension.
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